Modeling, Reconstructing and Active Control of Noise Sources: Bringing this All Together

Abstract:
The purpose of acoustic source modeling is to reconstruct the characteristics of an actual sound source and to predict the sound field at arbitrary locations in space based on sound field measurements at various spatial locations. This type of technique can be applied to source localization and identification, the study of source characteristics, sound field reproduction, etc. It will also be shown in this seminar that source modeling has a large potential when applied to active noise control. Source modeling usually involves the use of a series of mathematical basis functions to represent the sound field generated by the actual source, and the parameters of the basis functions are estimated based on the sound field measurements. Once this estimation is completed, the sound field at any location can be predicted. A reduced order modeling method based on the multipole decomposition of a sound field will be the focus in this seminar along with an introduction to several other recently developed source visualization procedures: specifically, Wide-Band Holography and an acoustic radiation mode-based method. Sound field decomposition techniques can also be implemented in Active Noise Control (ANC) applications, which allows the system to selectively control certain source content or important source characteristics with limited computing resources. After a general introduction of active noise control, this ANC method based on the independent sound field component decomposition will be briefly described together with other recent development in ANC techniques. Some further possible ways to combine source modeling with ANC will be mentioned as well.
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